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ABSTRACT

Previous studies suggest non-native speakers (NNSs) use cover strategies to
achieve a positive public self-image despite their lack of comprehension when
interacting with native speakers (NSs). This study examines the interpersonal
implications and NSs’ interactional dilemma in minimizing NNSs’ face threats
while addressing potential miscommunication and lack of understanding in the
discursive process. We arranged 14 unacquainted NS–NNS pairs (n = 28) to
engage in nondirected, informal conversations (mean = 44.3 minutes; SD = 10.3).
Follow-up interviews with five NSs were conducted (mean = 16.6 minutes;
SD = 3.54). We used Interactional Sociolinguistics to identify four types of NSs’
reactions when NNSs’ cover strategies or lack of understanding become noticeable: (1) collaborating and finding commonalities; (2) interpersonal distancing
through NSs’ repairs; (3) othering of NNSs; and (4) engaging in patronizing talk.
Our findings highlight that cover strategies can result in problematic consequences even when they were initially successful: NSs’ accommodations are not
always helpful in reducing possible miscommunication or in developing relationships. NS–NNS power differences are negotiated, resisted, and challenged
through interactions.

Introduction
Researchers have studied conversations between native speakers (NSs) and non-native speakers
(NNSs) and addressed how NSs and NNSs manage and negotiate misunderstandings through
corrective feedback and compensatory strategies (i.e., repairs and lexical avoidance) in both institutional and naturalistic settings (Dings, 2012; Gardner & Wagner, 2004; Larsen-Freeman & Long,
2014; Park, 2007). In NS–NNS interactions, NNSs’ compensatory strategies are not always invested
in language learning but also in managing their tasks, identities, and/or relational goals (Izumi, 2010;
Wong, 2000). Cover strategies (Cohen, 1996, 2014) are one of such compensatory strategies. We
explore how NSs and NNSs engage in everyday talk and its corresponding consequences. In
particular, we are interested in the interpersonal dynamics and relational implications that involve
NNSs’ lack of understanding along with their use of cover strategies during NS–NNS interactions.
Cover strategies (Cohen, 2014) are defined as NNSs’ coping strategy that creates “an appearance
of language ability so as not to look unprepared, foolish, or even stupid” (p. 14). In other words,
cover strategies are motivated by NNSs’ goals to construct and maintain a positive public self-image.
Examples of cover strategies include asking questions based on the partially understood information
in an utterance, using memorized phrases, providing lengthy phrases to avoid using specific words,
and simplifying the information as a result of an incomplete picture of the interaction (Cohen, 1998).
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Cohen (1996, p. 4) argued that NNSs’ “primary intention in using [cover strategies] is not to learn
any language material, nor even necessarily to engage in genuine communication.” Studies have
confirmed that NNSs strategically create false impressions about their level of comprehension when
interacting with NSs (Izumi, 2010; Terui, 2012, 2016; Tzanne, 2000). Terui (2012) provided additional examples of cover strategies: NNSs provide backchannel cues, say “yes” or “yeah,” deliver
affirmative nonverbal cues (i.e., nodding), or say something relevant to the interaction primarily to
keep the conversation flowing.
Cover strategies allow speakers to engage in uninterrupted interactions, creating the façade of
smooth, free-flowing interactions without drawing others’ attention to potential misunderstanding. Despite the different names or conceptualization (i.e., “pretending to understand the conversation” and “letting it pass”), the previous studies in different areas (i.e., lingua franca
interactions and interactions with hearing impairment; Firth, 1996; Gomez & Madey, 2001)
confirmed the benefits of cover strategies. Cover strategies also allow participants to develop
rapport and reduce psychological distress by minimizing potential face threats (Gomez &
Madey, 2001; Terui, 2012). Driven by their desire to maintain a positive public self-image without
drawing attention to their lack of comprehension in social interactions, speakers adopt cover
strategies both intentionally and unintentionally (e.g., automatically saying “yes” with a smiling
face, even before processing what was said) (Terui, 2012).
Ignoring pragmatic uncertainty despite one’s lack of understanding to maintain conversational
efficiency and interpersonal politeness is not uncommon in monolingual, naturalistic interactions
(Bell, 2013; Gardezi et al., 2009; Tzanne, 2000). In fact, certain groups of people (e.g., individuals
with hearing impairment or cognitive disability) regularly feign comprehension as a conversational
tactic to manage their identity goals (Guendouzi & Müller, 2006; Stephens, Jaworski, Lewis, & Aslan,
1999). We argue that NNSs’ linguistic characteristics, such as pronunciations and lexical choices,
unavoidably evoke stereotypes in a host society. For example, NNSs are often perceived to be less
credible than NSs because of their distinctive accents and speech patterns, such as vocalized pauses
and repetitions (Gluszek & Dovidio, 2010; Lev-Ari & Keysar, 2010). As minorities in a host society,
NNSs often are eager to establish interpersonal relationships with NSs, which entail access to
valuable resources (Dudley, 2007; Gluszek & Dovidio, 2010). Thus, NNSs may be highly motivated
to disguise their lack of comprehension, a “spoiled identity” (Goffman, 1963), and increase their use
of cover strategies to avoid undesirable identities.
However, cover strategies can be ineffective or problematic. For example, it can be counterproductive when one of the parties intends to solve specific conflicts or problems (Oetzel et al.,
2001; Rogerson-Revell, 2008; Tsuchiya & Handford, 2014). In addition, as NNSs misrepresent
their level of comprehension both intentionally and unintentionally (Terui, 2012), they can
appear to risk violating Gricean Maxims for social interactions (e.g., do not say what you believe
to be false and avoid obscurity of expression; Grice, 1975). If NSs notice these violations, they
may develop negative impressions about the NNSs (i.e., the NNSs are incompetent, insincere, or
untrustworthy). In addition, NNSs’ cover strategies can be challenged. When cover strategies are
ineffective, NNSs’ lack of comprehension becomes noticeable to the NSs when they provide
inappropriate responses (Long, 1983). Nevertheless, because of the cooperative nature of interpersonal interactions (Grice, 1975; Tracy & Robles, 2013), NSs may face unique communicative
challenges in managing conflicting goals (e.g., clarifying misunderstanding while protecting
NNSs’ face; Sweeney & Hua, 2010).
There are competing theories in conceptualizing interactional dynamics in NS–NNS interactions.
Some researchers have argued that the asymmetrical relationship in NS–NNS interactions is a result of
individuals’ different levels of control over language (Dings, 2012; Vickers, 2010). NSs’ language
proficiency allows them to have more control over NS–NNS interactions, making decisions about
whether or not and the degree to which they would use compensatory strategies when miscommunication arises (Vickers, 2010). Such an understanding conceptualizes power differences to be static and
predetermined, with NSs as experts with power and NNSs as novices in asymmetrical relationships.
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However, NSs do not necessarily have full control over NS–NNS interactions (Morris-Adams, 2014);
rather, NSs and NNSs adopt different responses after detecting others’ lack of comprehension (Gass,
2013; Larsen-Freeman & Long, 2014). In particular, after detecting NNSs’ lack of understanding, NSs can
adopt foreigner talk, which includes linguistic adjustments (e.g., simplification of sentences and vocabularies) and conversational adjustments (e.g., frequent repetitions, paraphrases, and expansions of NSs’
original utterances) for enhancing explicitness (Mauranen, 2012). Although NSs’ compensatory strategies (e.g., foreigner talk) can be subtle, they provide important insights into NSs’ attitudes toward their
interlocutors, their competency as lingua franca users to reduce preventable misunderstanding
(Wicaksono, 2013), and the NS–NNS relational dynamics (e.g., the emerged identities and relationships
emerged in the “revised” frame; Sweeney & Hua, 2010). For example, shifting into simplified vocabularies and linguistic structures that resemble baby talk can act in ways that push an NNS into accepting
a less-competent or less-powerful identity; in contrast, subtly expanding the original talk to provide
additional information to facilitate understanding can help protect NNSs’ positive public self-image
(Tracy & Robles, 2013).
The literature (e.g., Hosoda, 2006; Vickers, 2010) challenges NSs’ power along with expert status
in controlling the process and content of NS–NNS interactions and highlights the importance of
recognizing the tensions and intricacies of such interpersonal interactions. Along with less definitive
nature of controls and expert statuses in NS–NNS interactions, individuals strive to sustain their
existing self-perceptions about who they are, especially when they interact with someone acquainted
(Schlenker, 2003). Because whether or not they are acquainted with their interlocutors affects
individuals’ behavioral patterns (Schlenker, 2003), we purposefully examined unacquainted NS–
NNS interactions. In this article we aim to address the following research question:
RQ: How do NSs’ responses to unacquainted NNSs’ possible cover strategies shape the interactional
dynamics and interpersonal implications?
By recognizing the importance of interpersonal dynamics and co-constructions of meanings in
sequential interactions, we explore NSs’ responses to NNSs’ cover strategies as well as lack of
understanding and their corresponding interpersonal and relational implications in unacquainted
NS–NNS dyads. By focusing on instances in which NNSs’ cover strategies and lack of understanding
become salient, we examine the possible use of and responses to NNSs’ cover strategies and their lack
of understandings.

Methods
Participants
Twenty-eight undergraduate students (16 women and 12 men) in a Midwestern university were
recruited for the study. Among the 14 NSs and 14 NNSs of English, 11 received extra credit and
17 volunteered for the study. All NNSs were from countries where English is not the primary
language: Venezuela (2), China (4), Spain (3), Iran (2), Korea (2), and Brazil (1). The time that
NNSs had spent in the United States ranged from 2 months to 15 years (mean = 33.3 months;
SD = 45.1). Participants’ ages ranged from 17 to 30 years (mean = 20.7 years; SD = 3.6). NS–NNS
pairs were matched based on participant availability. Despite our purposeful control, two NS–
NNS pairs indicated they were acquaintances before the study. For the purpose of the current
study to examine unacquainted NS–NNS dyads, we removed these pairs from analysis. The other
12 NS–NNS pairs had never talked to each other before the study. Because NSs’ reactions to
NNSs in conversations are generally the same regardless of NSs’ age, gender, and occupations
(Larsen-Freeman & Long, 2014; Long, 1983), we did not specifically pay attention to these
variables in recruiting and matching pairs.
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Procedures
Participants were instructed to engage in nonrestricted, informal conversations that were audiorecorded. The first author stayed close to the participants (at a table nearby) and took field notes
about interpersonal dynamics and nonverbal cues. The participants were encouraged to talk about
any topic of their choice; however, three pairs opted to use topics provided by the researchers to
facilitate their conversations. The duration of these conversations ranges from 17.2 to 55.3 minutes
(mean = 44.3 minutes; SD = 10.3). The first author transcribed all conversations verbatim, using
notational conventions that were initially developed for conversation analytic research (Atkinson &
Heritage, 1999) but are now commonly used in discourse analysis (Wood & Kroger, 2000). All NS
participants were invited for a follow-up interview. Five NS participants joined the follow-up
interview and shared their perspectives on the talk with NNS partners. The length of the followup interviews ranges from 10.6 to 19.2 minutes (mean = 16.6 minutes; SD = 3.54). Follow-up
interviews were transcribed verbatim. All NSs’ pseudonyms start with A (e.g., Aaron) and NNSs’
pseudonyms start with B (e.g., Barbara). All procedures were approved by the Institutional Review
Board of the appropriate institution.

Data analysis
We used the Interactional Sociolinguistics (IS) method (Gumperz, 1999), a qualitative sociolinguistic
method to provide insights into the cultural and linguistic characteristics in communicative environments, to examine NSs’ responses toward NNSs’ cover strategies and lack of understanding. We used
NVivo 10 (QSR International based on Melbourne, Australia), a program for qualitative analysis, to
organize our analyses. By treating each utterance as a part of communicative ecology, IS provides us with
the tool to explore meanings generated through the turn-by-turn interactions at the micro-level as well as
the sequential placement and connections of the larger discourse (e.g., repeated discussions of the same
topics over a 20-minute interaction) at the macro-level. IS emphasizes the importance of contexts and
contextualization cues (Gumperz, 1982), which provide insights into individuals’ orientation to and
understanding of meanings that emerge through social interactions. We viewed meanings in discourse to
be dialogically negotiated, contextually situated, and locally managed. Specifically, by following the IS
practice, we first repeatedly read through the transcripts and paid close attention to identify incidents of
misunderstanding or possible uses of cover strategies in both the micro- and macro-level. Then, we
identified contextualization cues and their meanings in each incident based on the information these
participants had exchanged throughout the NS–NNS conversation (e.g., what they had talked about and
how they communicated), the background information participants had shared with researchers before
and after the NS–NNS interaction (i.e., their home countries and experiences of study abroad), and the
level of engagement in the conversation (e.g., the amount of information or conversational assistance
they shared voluntarily).
We are interested in incidents that involve NNSs intentionally and unintentionally feigning
comprehension in NS–NNS interactions (i.e., NNSs’ use of cover strategies) and the consequences
associated with these incidents. Cover strategies are difficult to identify when they are effective
because they create the appearance of (and thus are indistinguishable from) successful interactions (Cohen, 1996, 2014). However, such an appearance can be noticeable when lack of understanding or misinterpretation becomes apparent in the conversation (Kurhila, 2006), which may
take place in the immediately following turns or emerge in later interactions. We recognize that
NNSs can misinterpret information without a purposeful performance of cover strategies.
Nevertheless, from NSs’ perspective the differences between cover strategies and misinterpretation (i.e., NNSs believing they are successfully following the conversational flows when they are
not) may not be clear. Thereby, NSs’ identifying either of them can signal NNSs’ likelihood in
adopting cover strategies in both the earlier and subsequent talk, requiring additional vigilance of
possible miscommunication. In these situations, NNSs can choose to acknowledge their lack of
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understanding or continue their normative interactions despite noticeable miscommunication
(Tzanne, 2000). On the other hand, NSs can adopt a variety of strategies (e.g., foreigner talk and
changes in register) to manage the interactional dilemma (Sweeney & Hua, 2010). Based on these
principles, we isolated incidents of unsuccessful use of cover strategies and lack of understandings
both at the micro- and macro-levels.
For micro-level analysis we focused on sequential interactions in consecutive turns. We isolated
14 instances in which NNSs’ utterances interrupted the conversation flow of immediate turns (i.e.,
NNSs’ utterances are not corresponding with what is required or expected, indicating the use of
cover strategies or lack of understanding), along with identifiable consequences in the subsequent
interaction (i.e., NSs’ reaction reflected in the conversational process). For macro-level analysis we
viewed the larger discourse as a whole and identified five instances in which narratives suggest
NNSs’ lack of understanding of the stream of interactions or failures of cover strategies. These five
incidences contained NSs’ responses suggesting their awareness of possible miscommunication
earlier in the conversation (as opposed to the immediately preceding turns). After identifying
instances of possible cover strategies and lack of understanding, we examined how the NSs’
conversational styles in interpersonal dynamics (i.e., how NSs’ lexical choice suggests their relationships) changed compared with the time before these instances. It is important to note that the actual
number of instances of cover strategies and lack of understanding could be much larger than what
we found, because we counted only identifiable, unsuccessful cover strategies and lack of understanding along with distinguishable interpersonal consequences. Both authors individually identified
incidences at the micro- and macro-level.
After isolating these analytical units, we then examined NSs’ communicative practices when
responding to NNSs’ cover strategies or lack of understanding. In particular, we focused on what
was happening in the conversation, based on the background information about these participants
(i.e., the reason why they are engaged in the conversation) as well as the level of engagement in the
conversation (Gumperz, 1999), the interactional dilemma, and interpersonal impacts of NSs’
responses. Two authors first examined the interpersonal impacts individually and achieved 89%
(17/19 incidents) agreement on the nature of interpersonal dynamic. We reached full agreements
through discussions and then re-examined the incidences to ensure the consistency. After finalizing
a list of NSs’ responses as discursive practices, the first author then chose the exemplars that best
illustrate the NSs’ responses we identified.

Results
We analyzed 19 incidents of lack of understanding or cover strategies that are accompanied with
identifiable consequences. Our participants’ initial interactions reflect reciprocal patterns of selfdisclosure on common topics for small talk (i.e., hometown and classes currently taken), which are
known to promote liking between unacquainted individuals (Sprecher, Treger, Wondra, Hilaire, &
Wallpe, 2013). However, once NNSs’ cover strategies or lack of understanding become noticeable,
we found that NSs sometimes modified their communicative strategies. We identified four types of
NSs’ reactions when NNSs’ cover strategies or lack of understanding become noticeable: collaborating and finding commonalities, interpersonal distancing through NSs’ repairs, othering of NNSs, and
engaging in patronizing talk. These types are conceptually distinct as they indicate different impacts
on interpersonal dynamics.
Collaborating and finding commonalities
Austin and Brandon’s initial conversation was about panda bears and penguins. As the conversation
progressed, Austin began to provide increasing details of penguins, suggesting that he might have
become aware of Brandon’s lack of understanding. Excerpt 1 provides an example of an evolving
discovery of NNSs’ cover strategies or lack of understanding.
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Excerpt 1 (Austin–Brandon, page 2)
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118

Austin: Yeah! This is interesting because (0.1) remember a few years
ago? There’s always like one or two animals that everybody likes
at the moment. You know what I mean? (.) A couple years ago they
had penguins (.) on everything.
Brandon:  Yeah
Austin: There were cartoo:ns about penguins=
Brandon: = Yep
Austin: And there were like penguin. (.) Do you know what I mean?
Everybody really liked penguins. I think, ten years ago!
Brandon:  Pe:nguins?
Austin: Penguins, a little bird? (0.2) that doesn’t fly? (0.4) that
lives at the South Pole, (0.2) in the cold?
(0.2)
Brandon: Yeah, yeah, I got it!
Austin: What’s the word in Chinese?
Brandon: It’s called Qì’é (企鹅: penguin in Chinese)
Austin: Qì’é:?
Brandon: Yeah.

Brandon initially remained silent despite the micropause following Austin’s confirmationseeking question (line 103, “You know what I mean?”). In addition, his initial responses (lines
105 and 107) were back channel cues rather than substantive turn-taking comments. This
displays one of the common strategies for NNSs to mask their lack of understanding while
managing their identities (Riggenbach, 1991). As Austin repeatedly revisited the term, penguin,
(lines 103–104, 106, 108–109), Brandon repeated the trouble word (line 110) with discursive
markers that indicated his lack of recognition (i.e., prolonged pronunciation and upward tone)
and brought attention to his limited understanding. It is important to note that Brandon did not
bring attention to his lack of understanding until Austin said the word for the fourth time (line
109), which suggests that the word/concept might become increasingly important in future
conversation. Brandon used cover strategies to draw minimum attention to his limited understanding until it was no longer viable to stay engaged in the conversation without understanding
the term. In response, Austin incrementally provided additional information (lines 111–113)
with pauses between each additional cue. Such strategies enabled Austin to follow the
Cooperative Principle (Grice, 1975) and to minimize Brandon’s face loss, allowing Brandon to
indicate his recognition of the term (line 114) with the least amount of information possible.
In addition, Austin’s next utterance (line 115; “What’s the word in Chinese?”) after
Brandon’s recognition of the term “penguin” enhanced Brandon’s positive self-image by
suggesting his own lack of competence in Chinese and allowing Brandon to assume the
identity of a competent language user. From this perspective, by revealing his lack of understanding, Brandon was able to present a positive self-image (e.g., demonstrating his desire to
engage in Austin’s choice of topics) and provide Austin the opportunity to strengthen mutual
bonding.
Austin later noted that, “I was not sure if [Brandon] was understanding what I was talking about,
but I’m glad he asked about the word otherwise it was kinda awkward. I could be the only person
talking!” By reflecting his experience of study abroad, Austin mentioned, “it’s natural that people
with different linguistic background miss some information. But I think it’s great we still communicate.” Austin noted as long as he knows that people want to talk with him, misunderstandings
would not hurt the process of building relationships.
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Interpersonal distancing in NSs’ repairs
In contrast to the immediate recognition of failed cover strategies at the micro-level in excerpt 1, our
macro-level analysis identified instances in which NNSs’ use of cover strategies was initially
successful, drawing minimal attention in the following sequences. However, as the interaction
continued, the earlier cover strategies faltered, prompting NSs to question the success and effectiveness of prior and future interactions.
An example of such a development can be observed in Angella–Brandi’s interaction. Excerpt 2 is
an example of a cover strategy that was initially successful. At the beginning of their interaction,
Angella talked about her ideal career and Brandi’s following sequence drew minimal attention to her
language proficiency or potential lack of understanding.
Excerpt 2 (Angella–Brandi, page 2)
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209

Angella: OK. (.) Let’s see. What else…(0.1) So: (0.2) Well, I: (0.1)
want to (0.2) for my career, I want to go into sports. I’m
obsessed with football, and basketball, and all that kind of
stuff. That’s what all I do. I work on a TV show for sports. I
work at SoonerVision, which is like a production company. They
film all the sports, and hopefully, I’ll get an internship with
(0.1) the athletic department. That’s my whole life. That’s
basically me in a nutshell. ((laughter))
Brandi: Do (0.1) you play some spor:ts?

Angella shared her interests and career plan with a very enthusiastic tone (lines 201–208) and passionate
descriptions (“I’m obsessed with football, and basketball, and all that kind of stuff. That’s what all I do.”),
and concluded in a highly personal manner (“That’s my whole life.”). Brandi, who only has been in the
United States for 2 months and studied in an English as a Second Language program, continued the
interaction by reinstating a familiar vocabulary (i.e., sports) and in the form of an open-ended question that
encouraged Angella’s further elaboration (line 209). Angella treated Brandi’s question as a signal of topic
negotiation. They moved on to other topics related to sports rather than their career plan.
After approximately 12 minutes, Angella and Brandi talked about their classes and ideal careers.
Excerpt 3 shows the moment when Brandi’s cover strategy became apparent to Angella.
Excerpt 3 (Angella–Brandi, page 14)
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315

Angella: I (.) want to try to graduate in four years " but,…which is
(0.2) the normal thing " but, (.) the way that (.) they advise you
on how many classes to take " . They (.) try to keep you here (.)
for longer, so you pay more money, to stay here longer. I’m like,
“No.(.) I need to leave in four years. [laughs] I have things to
do with my life.”
Brandi: Are you working?
Angella: Yeah,(.) ah (.) I work at the SoonerVision.
Brandi: Soo:nerVision? Are you working there? [inaudible]
Angella: (.) Yea::h " ,  kind of. (0.3) It’s (.) it’s called SoonerVision,
and (.) they (.) film all the games (.) and they broadcast the
games on Sooner TV. Yeah. (.) ah: (.) Tomorrow " , I’m working the
volleyball game. You should go. It’s going to be fun.
(0.2)
Brandi: Where is it?

Brandi’s questions (lines 307 and 309) made it transparent that she did not understand the
information Angella provided at the beginning of their interaction (see excerpt 2 lines 201–208).
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Women who label their conversational partner as awkward become disfluent (restarts), have
a diminished pitch range, and do not use “I” in their talk (Jurafsky, Ranganath, & McFarland,
2009). We observed Angella demonstrating these speech patterns. At a micro-level, immediately after
Brandi’s cover strategy became apparent when she repeatedly requested information that Angella has
provided earlier (lines 307 and 309), Angella made several micro-pauses (lines 308 and 310–314).
Angella’s initial pause, prolonged confirmation, and hedging (line 310, “(.) Yea::h " ,  kind of. (0.1)”)
as well as her lowered tone and pitch indicate her awareness of the interactional dilemma.
Although Angella repeated similar information that she provided earlier, Angella’s narratives
became less personal. In lines 204–208, she said, “I work on a TV show for sports. I work at
SoonerVision, which is a production company. They film all the sports, and hopefully, I’ll get an
internship with the athletic department. That’s my whole life.” In contrast, in lines 310–312, she
explained, “It’s called SoonerVision, and they (.) film all the games and they broadcast the games on
Sooner TV.” The absence of personal pronouns and attitudes distance Angella from the information
provided. Rather than engaging in additional self-disclosure about her career aspirations, she shifted
the topic to campus activities. Her suggestion (lines 313, “You should go.”) minimized her presence
and redirected Brandi’s attention to the event (as opposed to her feelings).
Angella noted that she did notice that Brandi sometimes did not understand the conversation.
Angella said, “It was fun to talk with [Brandi]. I was not sure what she was thinking in some parts of
the talk though. […] I first thought it’s so cool to be friends with her, but when I found that [Brandi]
was not following what I said for a couple of times … it was not once, I kinda got frustrated. You
know? She seems to be sweet and nice. But I don’t think I would ask her to hang out.”

Othering of NNSs
When NSs perceive cover strategies or misinterpretations, they sometimes increase discursive
control by facilitating smooth topic transitions, confirming sufficient comprehension, reducing turntaking wait time, and avoiding topics that NNSs may be unfamiliar with. In excerpt 4 Aaron
perceived Brent’s misinterpretation and issued repairs immediately (lines 404) to clarify
a misunderstanding.
Excerpt 4 (Aaron–Brent, page 2)
401
402
403
404
405
406
407

Aaron: Oh, (.) I had a friend who used to work in Bejan.
Brent: How do you know that? Do you have a friend, a Korean friend or
(0.1)
Aaron: No, she’s American. (.) She used to teach English in Bejan.
Brent: Wo:w. (.) What is her na:me? Is she: still in Korea?
Aaron: (0.1) No, she’s in Taiwan now.
Brent:  Oh.

Brent’s question (line 402: “How do you know that?”) is not aligning with the expected form of
responses, suggesting the possible misunderstanding of Aaron’s utterance (before and the line 401).
Brent continued the interaction by referring to the familiar word, “friend.” Brent’s comment in line
405 (“Is she still in Korea?”) suggests that he overlooked Aaron’s temporal marker in line 401 and
the following repair in lines 404 (“I had a friend who used to work in Bejan;” and “She used to teach
English in Bejan.”). In addition, following Brent’s comment in 405, Aaron would be expected to
provide additional information about his friend (through the cooperative principle; Grice, 1975).
However, Aaron elaborated on his friend’s past stays (i.e., teaching English) rather than her current
location in Korea, which would imply that his friend is no longer in Korea (Levinson, 2000).
Becoming aware of potential misunderstanding and his use of cover strategies, Aaron gradually
increased the level of discursive control by providing a summary of their discussions when
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transitioning to new topics. Excerpt 5 provides an example of Aaron’s discursive strategies when they
were talking about crime rates and the open carry laws in Oklahoma.
Excerpt 5 (Aaron–Brent, page 10)
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512

Brent: Right. (.) Yeah, (0.1) like if people have guns, (.) if they’re,
they are excite:d, or crazy:, (0.1) and if they use that, so…
Aaron: You can still kill people without a gun; (.) it’s just too easy
with a gun. You don’t have to think about it. Like, (.) it just
takes a second, you know. (0.1) I think that’s the problem.
(0.2)
You have public health care in Korea, right? Like government
insurance? I always thought that was nice. I wish we had that
here.
Brent: (0.1) Yea:h.  so (0.1) the (0.3) tuition? (.) or fees? (0.3) I
heard that in America, (0.1) if I go to hospital (.),  it’s kind
of expensive.

Aaron anticipated Brent’s narrative and joined the co-construction of the discourse by
completing his sentence and providing a summary, both of which are rapport-building strategies
(Mandelbaum, 1987). However, after providing short wait time (line 506) for Brent to take the
next turn to respond to his summarizing statement (lines 503–505), Aaron quickly introduced
a new topic on healthcare and health insurance in Korea (lines 507–509), which could be more
familiar to Brent.
As an NNS, Brent requires more time than an NS to process information and formulate
sentences when participating in dialogues (Takahashi & Roitblat, 1994). Aaron treated the wait
time as Brent’s struggle to keep up with the topic and moved to the next topic. Similar to
excerpt 1, in which Austin’s increased control allowed him to empower Brandon and share the
equal footing of language learners, Aaron’s introduction of a new topic (line 507) might reflect
his motivation to empower Brent by introducing the topic with which Brent can be more
familiar. However, regardless of Aaron’s motivation, the new topic involves the othering of
Brent. Korea becomes an exotic place that has government health insurance. Aaron’s comment
in lines 508 and 509 (“I wished we had that here.”) highlights the differences between the United
States and Korea (i.e., Korea as the Other). However, Aaron’s comment (lines 508–509, “I wished
we had that here.”) can be confusing, as reflected in Brent’s initial responses (lines 510, “The
tuition? Or fees?”). The clustering of pauses in Brent’s responses (lines 510–511) further underscored his nonfluency status as a cultural other. The confusion was caused by differences in
regulations for domestic and international students: Brent is required to have health insurance as
an international student and often pay for health as a part of school expenses, a mandatory rule
that does not apply to Aaron, who is a domestic student. Again, because the new topic entails
different regulations for international and domestic students, the topic has heightened the NS–
NNS differences. In short, although Aaron may appear to engage in communicative convergence
in conversational topics, this created alienating tensions in NS–NNS interactions through the
othering of NNSs.
Allison, another NS who displayed othering in the consecutive interactions, reflected on the
occasions when she tried to help her partner. She “wanted to find some topics that could be
easier for her [Beckie].” When we shared our analysis, Allision said “I thought these topics were
putting us closer, but it makes sense now. [These topics] were differentiating us in a way, but my
intention was positive.”
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Engaging in patronizing talk
Although patronizing talk can appear as a form of communication accommodation, recipients do
not always interpret accommodations positively (Hehman & Bugental, 2015; Mauranen, 2012). The
following examples demonstrate an NNS’s misunderstanding that could be perceived as cover
strategies and how NSs’ increased control can result in patronizing talk. At the beginning of their
interaction, Barbara and April first talked about their hometown and reasons for coming to the
current school, followed by a topic on a rape case that Barbara had been concerned about recently.
Barbara explained the background information of the case. An example of a noticeable misinterpretation can be observed in excerpt 6.
Excerpt 6 (April–Barbara, page 15)
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614

Barbara: But people blame he:r (0.1) beca:use (.) if
April:
Yeah, some men=
Barbara: =if you don’t (0.1) if you don’t (0.1) if you didn’t go (0.1)
to his house, (0.1) then, he didn’t (0.2)  try to rape her. So if
you went there=
April: = Really? That’s  so [inaudible]
Barbara: Some (0.1) some (.) some male people think like tha:t
April: If you went to his house then it’s your fault? (.) Is that what
you’re saying?
Barbara: No, no. (0.1) The male (0.2) The male student (0.1) The male
student (0.1) blamed her =
April: =Blamed her (0.2) because she went to his house?
Barbara: Yeah.
April: (.) Okay, (0.1) huh. (0.2) That doesn’t make any sense.

At the beginning of this sequence, April demonstrated the eagerness to co-construct the
narratives by issuing a turn-requesting token (line 602, “yeah”) right after Barbara’s first pause
(line 601 [0.1]) even though Barbara has not completely finished her sentence. Because NNSs are
attentive to their self-presentational display (Wong, 2000), Barbara might be focused on selfrepairing to have the correct grammar (i.e., changing from “don’t” to “didn’t”; line 603) and
failed to recognize April’s turn-requesting attempts. April continued with several attempts (lines
606 and 608–609) to co-construct the rape narrative. Throughout the process April aligned with
Barbara and demonstrated engagement in her story by interjecting backchannel tokens
(“really?”), elaborating on shared attitudes, and continuing on shared structure of the narratives,
all of which are indicative of a friendly, collaborative conversational style (Jurafsky et al., 2009).
Although April interrupted Barbara in line 606, she reissued Barbara’s incomplete narrative
(lines 604–605, “So if you went there = “) in line 608 (“If you went to his house then it’s your
fault?”). Completing each other’s narratives together allows conversational participants to
demonstrate rapport and engage in the co-construction of shared meanings (Hsieh, 2004).
April followed by asking a rhetorical question (lines 608–609, “Is that what you’re saying?”),
challenging the preposterous argument (i.e., it’s the girl’s fault).
For an NNS, it may be difficult to identify the meaning of a rhetorical question, which
maintains the form of a question (i.e., contains the locutionary act of a question) but assumes
a different function in the discursive process. The discursive function can be challenging to
identify without sufficient knowledge about conventional norms and language proficiency. In
fact, Barbara misunderstood April’s utterance (lines 608–609, “Is that what you’re saying?”) and
treated her rhetorical question literally, interpreting that April suggested that Barbara was the
person blaming the rape victim. In lines 610 and 611, Barbara’s responses include immediate
denials and repairs that were emphasized through repetitions, pauses, and clarifications (“No, no”
and “The male [0.2] The male student. [0.1] The male student [0.1] blamed her”). In other words,
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Barbara had failed to acknowledge April’s desire to co-construct a shared narrative by ignoring
her friendly speech and by misunderstanding Aprils’ comment (lines 608–609) as an information/
confirmation-seeking or even accusatory question, rather than a rhetorical question that was
meant to support her talk.
Recognizing the series of failed attempts, April issued a third position repair (line 612; Schegloff, 1992),
which indicates misunderstanding in the discursive process (i.e., Barbara has provided an inappropriate
response). By rephrasing the question (line 612, “blamed her (0.2) because she went to his house?”), April
removed the trouble source (line 609 ‘you”) which caused Barbara to mistake the rhetorical question as an
information-seeking question about her attitude. Nevertheless, Barbara continued to treat April’s question
as a confirmation check, a yes or no question, and responded accordingly (line 613). Again, Barbara did not
offer additional opportunities to April co-construct the sense-making process, such as asking, “What do
you think about that?” or “Why do people think that way?” April responded as if such invitations for shared
narratives were issued (line 614). Nevertheless, her frequent pauses and dismissal of Barbara’s version of the
narrative indicated her feeling of awkwardness, if not frustration, in this one-sided construction of
narratives (Jurafsky et al., 2009). Barbara’s failure to invite April to participate in a topic that April has
repeatedly demonstrated interest in can be perceived negatively since such discursive practices would
suggest that April’s voice is not welcomed, respected, or appreciated. From Barbara’s perspective, she was
genuinely engaging with the conversational topic. However, her failure to comprehend the rhetorical
question as well as her continuance with the one-sided interaction may appear as limited understanding of
the conversation.
With the awareness of Barbara’s misinterpretation and the negative experience of failing to join
the narrative co-construction, it appeared that April reduced her personal interests in the conversation and increased the use of foreigner talk.
Excerpt 7 (April–Barbara, page 18)
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714

Barbara: Asian markets (0.1) and Korean markets are:: (0.2) a little
bit different. There (.) are some Asian Markets in [a larger city
close by], (.) but there’s no Asian market in [this city]. (0.3)
So  I usually (.) go to Woal-Mart just to (.)=
April: =Do what?
Barbara: Go to Woal-Mart?
April: Wal-Mart (0.1). Okay. (.) I just wonder (0.1) what were you
asking? Have I ever been to Wal-Mart?
Barbara:  Yeah.
April: Or you go to Wal-Mart? Is that what you were saying?
Barbara: Yeah. (0.1) Do you go to Woal-Mart?
April: I’m so sorry, (0.1) I thought you were asking me if I go to WalMart. (0.2) I was like (.) yeah I go to Wal-Mart. (.) I hate WalMart, though. Too many people, and they’re all grumpy.

April issued a clarification request (line 705) and interrupted Barbara’s narrative. April’s comment, which was designed to facilitate elaboration, could be confusing to Barbara, as she was about
to explain the purpose of going to Wal-Mart when she was interrupted. As a result, Barbara treated
April’s comment as an other-initiated repair and repeated her initial statement (line 706). However,
failing to recognize her own communicative blunder, April treated Barbara’s response as her lack of
language proficiency and initiated a series of questions to clarify Barbara’s communicative goals
(lines 707–708 and 710). April’s questions presented limited options for responses (i.e., yes or no),
a type of simplification that heightened Barbara’s NNS status. These series of questions can also be
viewed as April’s attempts for repair as she failed to follow Barbara’s discursive logic and was lost in
the interactional sequences.
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It is important to note that the first sign of miscommunication in excerpt 7 is April’s untimely
interruption (line 705). However, her insistence in regaining control over the discursive content by
issuing series of questions that demand yes or no responses can be patronizing if not intimidating to
an NNS. In fact, Barbara abandoned her initial narrative, which compares her experiences of local
Asian markets and Wal-Mart, and accepted April’s clarification request as a topic transition. When
April acknowledged potential hijacking of Barbara’s conversational topic, Barbara declined further
elaboration and shifted the discussion to April’s newly introduced topic (line 711). April acknowledged her potential misunderstanding (lines 712–714), suggesting that she recognized Barbara’s
potential use of cover strategies in earlier turns (line 709). Nevertheless, she accepted her regained
control over the discourse. As excerpt 7 illustrates, not all clarification questions encourage NNSs’
full participation in the discourse. These discursive strategies allow NSs to dominate the interactions
by demonstrating their superior language proficiency as they exert control over the discursive
content and processes, ignore NNSs’ communicative needs, and welcome NNSs’ use of cover
strategies.
In later conversations, although April continued to stay engaged in the discursive process, her
communicative strategies increasingly resembled foreigner talk within a hierarchical relationship,
treating Barbra as a less-competent speaker. Toward the end of the conversation, April asked
Barbara about the differences between the United States and Korea in terms of food and clothing
prices.
Excerpt 8 (April–Barbara, page 32)
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811

April: Are clothes in Korea really expensive (.) or cheap? Are they
cheaper than here in the United States? (.) or more expensive.
Barbara: Hum (0.1) chea:per than here: but so:me brands are rea:lly
expensive, [inaudible] rea:lly hard.
April: So I guess it depends on the designer and what kind of clothes
you get too because designer clothes here are very expensive but
when you go to, (0.1) I don’t know, (.) let’s say the mall some of
that stuff can be cheap and it also depends on that too.
Barbara: (0.1) Do you like brands (.) like Nike?
April: Yeah, but Nike is kind of expensive here. (.) Nike stuff is kind
of expensive here.

In excerpt 8, April’s control over the discursive content and process is much greater than earlier
interactions before Barbara’s apparent misinterpretation and failure to incorporate April’s narratives
in the discursive process (i.e., excerpt 6). In addition to adopting either/or questions, April provided
the words that Barbara could use as a part of her answer (“expensive (.) or cheap? […] cheaper than
here […] or more expensive”). This indicates April’s attempt to simplify the conversational structure
for Barbara. However, instead of encouraging Barbara to elaborate on her perspectives (lines
803–804), April quickly chimed in with a paraphrased and elaborated account of Barbara’ comment
(lines 805–808). Providing a summary of what NNS said is one of the ways to avoid miscommunication. Nevertheless, rather than inviting Barbara to confirm the accuracy of her paraphrased summary, April quickly issued a filler (line 807, “I don’t know”) as a turn-maintaining cue and added
a more declarative sentence (“let’s say […]”), which appears to serve as a concluding remark for the
topic. April’s summary and concluding remark followed by repetitions (lines 805–808 and lines
810–811) are often-used discursive strategies to express decreased interests to further engage in the
topic (Kellermann, Reynolds, & Chen, 1991). In short, April’s communicative strategies demonstrated her lack of interest to continue the conversation as co-constructed narratives. April’s
discursive strategies, albeit appearing to be dialogical, generate one-sided narratives; however, this
time, it’s April’s narratives. April’s foreigner talk reinforced stereotypes of NNSs as less-competent
language users and appeared patronizing. Although April commented to the first author that she
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enjoyed the conversation after the NS–NNS interaction, our analysis of excerpts 6 through 8 suggests
a different interactional process. Although April declined to participate in a follow-up interview,
other NSs’ reflection could be applied as possible explanations for April’s reactions. One of other
NSs, Angie said, “it’s not about the whole conversation we had, but at a moment I thought [Bob’s]
focus was sometimes more on how to say things without making mistakes than interacting with me
or getting to know me … When his reactions or words didn’t make sense a lot, I was kind of sad,
thinking that he does not want to be open with me [about his lack of understanding]. I wanted to
help, but I didn’t want to point things out cause it can be embarrassing. I was just a little bit sad, but
I understand it.”
Previous literature has viewed NSs’ increased level of modification as strategies to accommodate
the needs of NNSs. However, in excerpts 7 and 8 April used her proficiency in discursive strategies
to exert control in both the content and process of NS–NNS interaction, resulting in one-sided
narratives that centered on her perspectives. In other words, some of NSs’ strategies can be
problematic as they imply NNSs’ lack of communicative competence, reinforce NNS stereotypes,
and resemble patronizing speech. From this perspective, NSs’ increased conversational modifications
are not necessarily indicators of positive or constructive NS-NNS interactions.

Discussion
This is one of the first studies to examine the interpersonal consequences of possible use of cover
strategies as well as lack of understanding in informal interactions. The key to avoiding interactional
dilemmas in the NS–NNS interaction is to identify unproductive patterns and constructive routines
and deepen our understandings of NSs’ perceptions of NNSs’ use of cover strategies as well as lack of
understanding of the conversational contents.
First, our findings suggest that cover strategies can result in problematic consequences even when
they were initially successful. NNSs adopt cover strategies both consciously and unconsciously to
maintain a positive public self-image (Izumi, 2010; Terui, 2012, 2016). NNSs in our study adopted
cover strategies that allowed them to develop a rapport with others by creating the appearance of
equitable footing and engaged interactions, encouraging the other participant to maintain the floor,
and/or drawing minimal attention to their lack of understanding. However, being able to produce
a structurally appropriate interaction is not the same as having a successful interaction. For example,
although Brandi was able to maintain the topic on sports, she failed to recognize and appreciate
Angella’s enthusiasm and self-disclosure about her dream career in sports. Failing to perform social
norms through discursive practices can carry negative implications in interpersonal contexts (e.g.,
being self-centered) and can result in others’ compensatory behaviors (e.g., retaliatory tactics or
conversational avoidance; Vangelisti, Knapp, & Daly, 1990). Angella’s interpersonal distancing in
later interactions (excerpt 3) may be a result of Brandi’s failure to appreciate her passionate selfdisclosure earlier (excerpt 2).
Our findings also demonstrate that NNSs’ use of cover strategies can be subject to conversational
faux pas, causing pragmatic failure in both building up and maintaining relationships (see also
Economidou-Kogetsidis, 2011), regardless of their level of intercultural awareness (Baker, 2011).
This can be particularly problematic when NSs were not aware of what was behind NNSs’ lack of
understanding or use of cover strategies. In these situations, NSs may be less lenient to NNSs’
violation of communicative norms (Tsuchiya & Handford, 2014) and apply normative rules of
monolingual interactions to NNSs’ communicative blunders, which can result in problematic
attribution of NNSs’ intentions, attitudes, or identities. In addition, because NNSs already face preexisting stereotypes and biases, they may be particularly vulnerable to negative attributions than NSs
who make similar mistakes (van den Doel, 2006). Once these negative attributions were formed, NSs
may have less concerns about NNSs’ face as they find NNSs’ earlier faux pas problematic and
warrant social sanctions, as demonstrated in April–Barbara interactions (Fehr & Fischbacher, 2004).
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We do not argue that NNSs should stop using cover strategies altogether as pragmatic uncertainty
and ambiguity are common even in every day, monolingual talk (Bell, 2013; Tzanne, 2000). NNSs
were observed to frequently ignore linguistic abnormalities and pragmatic ambiguity to make
interactions appear robust and ordinary (Firth, 1996; Tsuchiya & Handford, 2014). However, such
an interpretation of NNSs’ behaviors in NS–NNS interactions fails to recognize the interpersonal
functions of language and the complexity of communicative goals (Park & Wee, 2011). It is
important to note that NNSs’ choice of cover strategies is purposeful and selective. For example,
when NNSs consider mutual understanding to be essential to the task at hand (i.e., the immediate
turns), they do not disguise their lack of understanding (McKay, 2009; Terui, 2012, 2016; Tsuchiya &
Handford, 2014), a finding also supported by our study (see excerpt 1). The problem here is that
NNSs cannot anticipate whether the current talk may be relevant to interactions that occur much
later. Nevertheless, our findings suggest that NNSs can experience repercussions for their cover
strategies, which were initially successful in the immediate turns. From this perspective, we believe
that NNSs should minimize their use of cover strategies. This is because although NNSs may believe
they have constructed a positive public self-image in the immediate turns, their communicative
blunders once become noticeable to NSs and can result in negative, unanticipated attributions that
can be too difficult to repair in the immediate talk in later interactions.
In the current article we have examined the interpersonal consequences of NNSs’ possible use
of cover strategies or their lack of understanding in unacquainted NS–NNS dyads. The concept of
cover strategies still needs further investigations. The previous literature presented the examples of
cover strategies (Cohen, 1996, 1998, 2014; Terui, 2012), but the taxonomy of cover strategies is not
yet known. Moreover, the use of cover strategies in acquainted NS–NNS dyads is less known. The
concept of cover strategies was created initially to describe NNSs’ coping strategies in NS–NNS
interactions (Cohen, 1996). Along with the lingua franca literature, it would be beneficial to
examine the use of cover strategies in different dyads (i.e., NNS–NNS) or possibly multiparty,
small-group communication.
Second, our findings challenge the literature on NSs’ strategies to accommodate NNSs’ limited
language proficiency, which has traditionally viewed such practices as positive, constructive behaviors to facilitate NS–NNS interactions and to improve task efficiency in goal-oriented activities (i.e.,
NSs assist students’ test-taking tasks and NSs’ lexical choices to reduce possible misunderstandings;
Lorenzo-Dus & Meara, 2005; Sweeney & Hua, 2010). Our findings indicate that some of NSs’
strategies may be better than others in promoting NS–NNS interactions and relationships. By
exerting control over the discursive content and processes, NSs can silence NNSs’ voice by creating
a communicative structure that discourages NNSs from fully participating in conversations (see
excerpts 2, 5, 7, and 8). Kitajima (2013, p. 176) concluded that when NSs dominate the interaction,
they can “misalign themselves from collaborative actions with their interlocutors in terms of timing
and interactivity, causing NNSs to be deprived of the interactional space to enact the collaborative
attainment of talk.” As some NSs mentioned in the follow-up interviews, NSs do not always adopt
these compensatory strategies with a malicious intent or to retaliate NNSs’ cover strategies or lack of
understanding. Nevertheless, well-intended, supportive behaviors can still have negative consequences (Goldsmith, 2004; Goldsmith & Brashers, 2008). Although NSs’ compensatory strategies
may be intuitive or engage with good intentions to facilitate NS–NNS interactions, NSs’ level of
intercultural awareness (Baker, 2011) may be limited, thus rendering them less aware of or sensitive
to the interpersonal implications and negative impacts of some of their strategies. These findings
support previous literature on lingua franca, which has framed both NSs and NNSs as lingua franca
users, with neither of them owning the language. Monolingual speakers (i.e., NSs of English) tend to
face difficulties in acquiring pragmatic strategies and accommodation strategies in facilitating
international communication compared with multilingual speakers (i.e., NNSs) (Jenkins, 2011).
The NSs who demonstrated unsuccessful compensatory strategies in our study (e.g., Angella,
Aaron, and April) are primarily monolingual speakers with a few years of in-class foreign language
learning experiences and have not traveled outside the state. By not being exposed to individuals
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with different linguistic backgrounds, these NSs can be less prepared for and thus less skilled to
manage communicative challenges in NS–NNS interactions (Björkman, 2011).
Finally, our finding offers support to the emerging argument that power differences are not
necessarily inherent in NS–NNS relationships but are negotiated, resisted, and challenged through
NS–NNS interactions. We do not disagree that NS–NNS relationships can be asymmetrical because of
individuals’ different levels of language proficiency. For example, April effectively competed for
dominance and retained control as a retaliatory strategy (first in lines 710–114 and later in excerpt 8)
even when she was the person who initially failed to follow the discursive logic (line 706). Aaron quickly
shifted between different topics (excerpt 5), resulting in Brent’s difficulties in following his discursive
logic. However, power differences in these NS–NNS interactions were not predetermined by NNSs’ lack
of comprehension. Rather, NS–NNS relational asymmetry is established through NSs’ superior skills to
exploit the communicative process and content (e.g., dominating the turn-taking processes and maintain topic control), through their familiarity and proficiency with conversational norms.
It is important to note that NSs do not always become the person with more power in the face of
miscommunication. For example, despite Barbara’s NNS status, she dominated the conversation in
excerpt 6, leaving little room for April to co-construct the narratives. On the other hand, by asking
Brandon to teach him about the trouble word “penguin” in Chinese (excerpt 1), Austin effectively
addressed potential face threat Brandon may feel as a language learner, showed interest in Brandon’s
cultural knowledge, and aligned himself with Brandon as a language learner. Austin did not reinforce
the asymmetrical relationship but generated one in which both parties share equal footing and
similar identities. From this perspective, rather than conceptualizing the NS–NNS relationship as an
inherently asymmetrical relationship, researchers and language educators should consider how
individuals can best develop communicative skills to maintain equal footing and access to the
communicative process and content.

Limitations
The current study has a few limitations. Although the recent literature on English as lingua franca
has suggested that NS and NNS status is fluid and flexible (Faez, 2011), our participants’ NS or NNS
status was salient to them as they were recruited and paired based on their NS or NNS status. As
a result, our findings may not be applicable to English-speaking interactions in which both
participants are NNSs. Similarly, our study is on unacquainted NS–NNS pairs; thus, our findings
may not be applicable to acquainted pairs or pairs with some relationships. Second, because of our
purposeful control to make unacquainted pairs, our findings have a limitation in applying to other
situations. We also acknowledge small sample size and the number of analyzed cases as our third
limitation.

Conclusions
Our study highlights problems associated with NNSs’ use of cover strategies or lack of understandings and NSs’ use of compensatory strategies, two common strategies to cope with communicative challenges in NS–NNS interactions. By (re)conceptualizing power and communicative goals
to be interactively constructed and actively negotiated in NS–NNS interactions, we argue that both
NSs and NNSs can respond to potential miscommunication in a way that emphasizes equal footing
and shared narratives.
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